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Introduction

Results

Saltmarshes are increasingly being recognized as important areas of
biodiversity. Human activity over the decades has degraded many of
these environments and put others at risk, and finding ways to restore
them is a priority for researchers and environmentalists. In recent years
there has been a number of propositions for saltmarsh restoration
projects in the vicinity of the Great Marsh in northeast Massachusetts.
These projects have been proposed by environmental groups like Mass
Audubon and educational or research centers, and are focused on having
a direct impact on the environmental restoration of these areas.

The combined data sets of areas of critical environmental concern
and priority habitat of rare species was rasterized into the map at
left. Each projects buffer zone representing estimated acreage is
overlain on the map below left. From the results graph below, we
see that the buffer zone with the greatest weighted overlap on the
environmental importance raster was that of the second project at
Mud Creek. The units on the y-axis of this graph are not
converted from polygonal overlay, and as such are useful only in
relative comparison. Given this finding, this model predicts that
the seconds proposed project at Mud Creek should be the first
project launched in the hopes of the greatest impact under one
project.

The aim of this research and mapping project was to examine some of
these proposed projects and try to determine which would have the
greatest hypothetical benefit to the local environment and wildlife.
Limited time and resources means not all projects can be launched, and
others may be delayed for some time. Having data on which projects
would have the most hypothetical benefit could help to prioritize which
projects should be launched first in the hopes of the greatest
environmental impact as soon as possible.

Critical Analysis
The most critical aspect of this modeling procedure is the use of
the weighted overlay to determine where the restoration projects
will have a beneficial impact in the environment. Because each
project is represented as a point with an estimated acreage of
effect, and not an actual working area, the buffers created from
each project are very general. Given that these very general
buffers aimed at estimating an average area of effect were created
from already estimated acreages, their use in real decision making
is minor at best. Actual areas of effect could extend well beyond
each buffer or too little within. In addition, there are several other
important factors this analysis does not take into account.

Methodology
To determine which project would have the greatest environmental
benefit would require accounting for a near infinite amount of
variables. To simplify, I selected what I considered to be the two most
important factors:
1. What is the scope or range of each project?
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The model flowchart on the left demonstrates how these two factors
were incorporated to create a map showing the weighted area of impact
for each project, given their working acreage. Here, the data sets are
shown in blue, processes in yellow, and results in green.
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This is perhaps more subjective, but does not have the suffer from
the same issue of a shortage of data. For the purposes of this model,
environmental importance was represented by two key data sets which
are themselves a pre-made amalgamation of other data: areas of critical
environmental concern, and priority habitat of rare species. By merging
these data and determining their areas of overlap, a raster could be made
to represent areas of environmental importance. This model could be
improved by introducing more data and research into this environmental
importance calculation. For example, data on areas in this region where
invasive species threaten native species could be collected and included
to get a better picture of which areas are in need of intervention and
restoration.
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2. Where is the area of greatest environmental importance?

For one, both the areas of environmental importance and the areas
of effect for each project are strictly defined. Areas adjacent to
important habitat may well be as important as the habitat itself in
terms of restoration projects. For example, from this map one
might assume that the construction of a polluting factory in the
zones with no marked environmental importance would have no
effect on the adjacent environmental areas. In reality there is
much more exchange between adjacent environments on the land,
in the air, and underground. A map or modeling procedure that
requires strict borders can therefore not accurately map this
relationship. Ideally, the project data would be represented as an
actual area of effect, taking into account factors such as flow of
water, tide, and types of restoration being done. While the
environmental importance area would still be inaccurately
represented by a strict area, the change from the representation of
the impact area from a buffer would be an improvement.
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This question was a difficult one to answer. While each project
came associated with an estimated range of effect in acres, it was not
possible to determine in which direction this acreage extended, and
whether or not this was the true extent of effect. For example, a change
in water quality may be represented to affect a singular body of water,
but does not show the potential benefit it could have an ywhere
downstream or within in its watershed. To get a best average estimate, a
circular buffer zone was created around each project using the range of
acreage. This kind of estimate may then include areas it does not effect,
and exclude areas it does, but is likely the best estimate given the
limited data available on the scope of each project.

Another factor not included is cost. While the projects came with
a data field for estimated cost, many were left blank, and those
few that did have estimates had such a general estimate range that
most cost values were the same (e.g. < $10,000). By factoring in
cost, one could determine which project would have the greatest
environmental impact per dollar of project cost.
Overall, while the model represents a nice general estimate for
relative comparison of project impact area, it does not necessarily
accurately map ground realities, and likely under-estimates actual
areas of environmental importance and potential project impact.
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